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Section     1 Colors and Fonts

Garamond
Garamond Italic
Garamond Bold

Arial
Arial Italic
Arial Bold
Arial Bold Italic
Arial Black

Arial Narrow
Arial Narrow Italic
Arial Narrow Bold
Arial Narrow Bold Italic

Shaw Green
Pantone 357 C / 357 CP
CMYK 92 - 18 - 94 - 61
RGB  33 - 87 - 50
Hex  215732

Shaw Gray
Pantone 7543 C / 7543 CP
CMYK 24 - 9 - 8 - 22
RGB  155 - 172 - 182
Hex  9bacb6

Black
Pantone Process Black
CMYK 0 - 0 - 0 - 100
RGB  0 - 0 - 0
Hex  000000

White
Pantone 
CMYK 0 - 0 - 0 - 0
RGB  255 - 255 - 255
Hex  ffffff
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Section     2 Eagle-S Logo
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The Eagle-S logo is a lockup of:
Shaw Green - “beak’ & letter form
Shaw Gray - outer border (white background)

White - outer border (green background)

Black - inner border
White - eagle head

These are the default configurations; 
designed for use against white and green 
backgrounds, respectively.

There are two single-color versions 
(Shaw Green and White) available for use 
as economical alternatives for printing on 
promotional/advertising items and 
garments. They are not meant to be 
utilized in any other context, but you 
might encounter special circumstances 
that require their use.
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Clear Space
Maintain a clear space, equal to the 
height of  the tail of  the S (indicated in 
orange). Text and other graphics should 
be kept at least this distance from the 
logo graphic.

Scaling
Never resize the logo by adjusting one 
dimension. In order to maintain the 
correct aspect ratio, click and hold a 
corner point, hold down the Shift key, 
then drag to the desired size.

clear space

+ Shift

X X



Section     2 Anchor-Cross Emblem
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There are two primary single-color 
versions (Shaw Green and White) of  the 
Anchor-Cross Emblem available for use 
against white and dark backgrounds.

There are two secondary single-color 
versions (Shaw Green and White) of  the 
Anchor-Cross Emblem available for 
specialty uses, such as embroidery.

Clear Space
Maintain a clear space, equal to the 
height of  the heart (indicated in orange). 
Text and other graphics should be kept at 
least this distance from the logo graphic.

Scaling
Observe the same precautions and use 
the same correct scaling method as 
described for the Eagle-S logo. 

clear space

Primary

Secondary



Section     3 Imagery
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“I am Archbishop Shaw” 
sets the tone for the Archbishop Shaw High 
School brand; contributing to the morale of  
students, faculty and employees. All imagery 
should convey a message of  accomplish-
ment, accountability, school pride and 
self-worth to prospective students and the 
general public.

People should be shown true-to-life: actively 
engaged and participating in their respective 
roles or activities. 

Posed images are acceptable if  they are 
informal and explicitly demonstrate roles 
or activities.

Avoid stiffly posed portraits and head-
shots*, unless accompanied by one of  
the two acceptable image types, 
mentioned above.

1

1

1

2 2

3

3

*Certain circumstances may require posed photos, such as a page that lists faculty or club/team 
members, or a publication in which formality is necessary.

2



Section    4 Copy and Interactivity Rules for ASHS Website
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The goal is to make sure that all areas of the 
ASHS website look like they are part of the same website. 
Make the visitors glad they came to the site.

●  Correct spelling
●  Correct grammar
●  Keep the copy short and to the point (punchy, dynamic)
●  Bullet points should be used, but only if  they are parallel items (no periods after each item. 
    See this bullet point list)
●  If  you have a reason for long copy, offer a headline and a lead sentence with a link to another    
    page (or PDF) that contains the longer copy
●  Copy should be conversational and friendly, short and to the point
●  No corny or funny headlines—only clever and smart. Straight and informational 
    headlines work, too
●  The lead (first) sentence should tell the reader what they should know first (and is the most 
    important descriptive sentence in the piece)
●  Avoid adjectives and adverbs—only as needed (and you need very few)
●  Avoid “to be” verbs. Use action-oriented verbs. That’s what brings your writing to life. 
    Do research on this or ask a teacher
●  Use the active voice—never the passive. Again, research or ask a teacher
●  You should always have someone (a teacher or someone who is assigned to proof  
    and edit copy). EVERY WRITER NEEDS AN EDITOR
●  Get approval from a teacher or supervisor before anything is uploaded

Some Initial Rules:



●  When writing for the web, always think from the reader’s point-of-view
●  Answer these questions from the reader’s viewpoint:
 ○ Why am I here?
 ○ What can I do or learn here?
 ○ Where should I go next?
●  The basic idea of  the whole site states “I Am Archbishop Shaw.” That includes people, 
    facilities and ideas. Make sure that sentence means something to both you and the visitors 
    to the website
●  Sell your school’s story and benefits by writing about them, but also allow the visitor to 
    experience ASHS. That can be difficult and fun. Ask yourself, “How can I show this aspect 
    of  the school, and not only write about it?”
●  ALWAYS TRY TO SHOW YOUR STORY—DON’T ONLY TELL. On the web, people tend to see 
    more than read
●  Dont shy away from showing how the school solves problems and comes together to help 
    students and the community outside the school
●  Realize that parents, students, potential staff  and teachers, the Archdiocese, other schools and 
    even the press will be visiting the site. Each one has a reason to be there. Learn and understand 
    what those reasons are. You can simply ask them. This shoud be a study in empathy for each 
    type of  visitor. Based on your understanding, you should be able to offer each visitor what 
    he or she needs
●  Learn to shoot and edit video (invite experts within and outside ASHS)

Other Rules:
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●  Learn how words and visuals should work together (invite experts within and outside ASHS)
●  Look for opportunities to develop live sports or news or talks. Who can you find to help you 
    learn how to make ”live” come alive?
●  Most non-live videos should be 30 - 90 seconds, or divided into short segments. 
    Avoid talking heads. Again, show don’t tell
●  Headlines and Links: When you write a headline or use words as a link to another page, 
    make sure that the headline or words on the next page are exactly what the visitor clicked on. 
    That’s their first signpost that they are where they wanted to be
●  The bottom of  each webpage should have HTML navigation that mirrors the top-level 
    navigation. That way, if  the graphic navigation doesn’t load, they can still move around the site
●  Learn the difference between top-level and parallel navigation
●  No page on the Shaw site should be a dead end. You need to offer another place for the 
    visitor to visit
●  Use HTML or System fonts for copy (They will work on all platforms—operating systems 
    and browsers)
●  If  you have graphic copy, make sure to use alt tags (ask Bernie De Santis or any of  the 
    IT experts). Make onsite search and search engine optimization easy to scan as HTML text 
    (Again, ask the experts. You should learn this)
●  You will need to continue growing your skills in all aspects of  the site and its goals. 
    You will also mentor a younger student to take your place after you graduate. This site should 
    always be a living, breathing entity that contains the DNA of  each person who can say, 
    “I am Archbishop Shaw.”
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Real simple—interactivity is a conversation—a two-way conversation.

So what makes a good conversation? The abilities to:

Start as many conversations as possible and keep them going. 
These abilities can be learned, but can’t be part of  a style book.

Learn these rules. Grasp the concepts. Be collaborative.

You own this site. You are Archbishop Shaw.

●  Express yourself  clearly and effectively
●  Listen to and understand what is being communicated to you
●  Respond to what is being said to you. Let the other person know you heard them (Empathy).  
    You don’t have to agree, but you should be able to understand from his or her point of  view
●  Be influential
●  Allow yourself  to be influenced
●  Make sure you are giving the other person what they need
●  Make sure they have given you what you need
●  Be appreciative of  the visitor taking time to visit. Respect their time by not just “selling”, but 
    sharing information about ASHS, based on what they need to know
●  Allow each person to experience Shaw. Let them come to their own conclusions

What is Interactivity?


